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 Cooking with the sun is easy, when you    
know how. SLiCK have been pioneering solar cooking in 
the UK. If you can do it here, you can do it anywhere!

The concept of solar cooking hasn't been around long, it's still gaining traction. Everybody under-
stands how fire heats food up. Cooking with mirrors? not so much. 

How do we do it?
We’re cooking with sunlight. This means focussing light onto our pot using shiny reflectors. The pot 
needs to be black. For all solar cookers except the most powerful our pot needs to be inside a 
glass heat trap often called a ‘greenhouse’. Light hitting the black pot turns to heat that can’t es-
cape the greenhouse fast enough - it gets steadily hotter. Its a similar process to your car dash-
board getting hot in the sun. In good sun our hot pot will start to transfer heat to its contents, hitting 
cooking temperature.

How hot does it get?
Depends on a handful of factors: how sunny it is - we get about 120 sunny days in the UK (hon-
estly!); Reflector size; how good is our heat trap? and of course how much food we’re cooking. 
Small food can get too hot, even burn. Large food takes time. Like in a regular kitchen you have to 
learn whats needed for success. 

Which Solar cooker?
People start by making their own with variable results. It’s a way of using solar energy which is af-
fordable for about everybody. A range of manufactured solar cookers from cheap to expensive is 
available: Turn over to illustrate whats out there. 

Starting cheap. Panel reflectors, with a dark pot and a plastic oven bag are a good starting point. 
Not too powerful these will get a litre of soup boiling in two hours of good sun. DIY with card and 
foil.  Panel Reflector example see over

Next up. Extend your solar season with a box cooker. Reflectors bounce light into a box via a 
glass lid. Good insulation keeps the heat for longer meaning part cloudy days work too. DIY Card-
board box, foil, up-cycled glass GSO 

You’re hooked - you need more power 
Vacuum tube cookers for the UK. Basically a naked thermos flask with a light absorbing inner lay-
er. Best for long foods with serious cooking temperatures possible - you can bake, boil or grill, 
most work under bright clouds. Often used with curved reflectors to get the max.
UK Bread baking in a tube cooker. 

Going into space?
Meet the parabolic dish cooker. They look like a satellite dish and work by focussing light at your 
pot allowing you direct access, chef style. Boiling, frying, even baking - its all possible if you have 
the space. DIY possible from old satellite dishes. The SUNplicity parabolic was developed for ease of 
use, folds away and is very powerful indeed.

The cookers types shown have pro and cons. Out on the alt.tech fringes there’s plenty of move-
ment - this is still a young technology. California based Solar Cookers International (SCI) provide a 
great resource.

http://solarcooking.wikia.com/wiki/CooKit
https://www.sunoven.com
http://www.slicksolarstove.com/slick-solar-baking-the-gorilla-sun-oven/
http://www.slicksolarstove.com/shop/sunplicity-folding-parabolic-solar-cooker/
http://www.slicksolarstove.com/shop/sunplicity-folding-parabolic-solar-cooker/
http://www.solarcookers.org/index.php


But why bother?
A good question. Most UK kitchens have fossil fuel energy delivered 24/7….flick a switch and 
you’re on. But solar food processing uses no fuel, creates no emissions and costs nothing. We 
think most eco-minded folks might take a look, even if we don't have the ideal climate we still get 
enough for off-grid or camping and those long hot days on the patio - cook solar when you can, if 
you can.

Remember that across the world ancient forests are being cut for charcoal burning at crazy rates - 
mostly for cooking fuel. Solar cooking can slow this, but is mostly unknown and unrecognised as a 
serious option by the big players such as the UN. Our thankless task at SLiCK is to get the word 
out here in the UK. It’s a sign of solidarity with poor countries and it shows the will to make an effort 
on our side too.

It also teaches us more about observing weather and nature. Finally its fun getting results, invent-
ing decent solar recipes and using free energy when it’s available.

Author: Stewart MacLachlan
Stewart set up SLiCK (Seriously Low impact Cooking) to raise awareness of low energy and zero 
emission cooking alternatives in the UK. Join the lively discussion at the Facebook group Solar 
Cooking UK

      
PANEL SOLAR COOKER ABOVE    VACUUM TUBE COOKER ABOVE 

                
 BOX SOLAR COOKER ABOVE        PARABOLIC COOKER ABOVE 

http://www.slicksolarstove.com/slick-core-principles/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1054785564611142/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1054785564611142/?ref=bookmarks

